REFLECTION ON MY DEVELOPMENT DURING THIS PROGRAMME
REFLECTIVE JOURNAL
This Reflective Journal is a useful means for your professional development. Please
take a moment to reflect personally on the programme and write a few lines everyday
on your thoughts.
Possible areas of reflection: My professional development today, communication
development, cultural understanding, participation in educational visits and field
projects, conversations and debates, talks, group work, sharing of expertise,
dissemination strategies, etc.

NAME: NUNZIO GALATI Country: ITALY

Date: Sun 19-nov-2017

During the presentation meeting I learned important about the place that hosts the
Erasmus course: Jaen and Spain. Social, political and economic aspects,
geography, territory, customs and language. I didn’t know that Spain included
regions with different languages.
It was also interesting to understand the organization of the course and
subdivision into groups has been useful to communicate with other colleagues,
for me fundamental to stimulate learning English.
Date: Mon 20-nov-2017

The lesson today is based on ICT tools to promote task-based, cooperative
learning and assessment for learning. Many applications have been illustrated,
explained and tested : Padlet, Prezi, Yumpu, Google Drive, Mega, Moodle,
Kahoot and others. Some apps I use already.
I had some difficulty listening to the English explanation but with the help of
group colleagues and being teacher in computer science I was able to understand
this very important lesson.
Date: Tue 21-nov-2017

During today's lesson are teaching other tools useful to editing image and video,
download music and development presentations: Animoto, Educaplay, Edpuzzle
and others. It was important the activity-lab, through the “learing by doing”
methodology, I learned to use new applications and I communicated more with
the group improving my English.

Date: Wed 22-nov-2017

The lesson for the University was interesting for two reasons: I saw the Jaén
University and how it is organized, furthermore, it was important to train about
the smartboard use. I had already used the smartboard but I learned new useful
functions for my teaching activity, new ideas to propose to my pupils.
Date: Thu 23-nov-2017

Another interesting lesson about using cloud to keep and share didactic resources.
Applications like drive and dropbox already knew them but I did not know that
the well-known social networks offered this service.
Date: Fri 24-nov-2017

In the morning, Collaborative learning: preparation of the final presentation. It
was very important because it allowed me to put into practice what I learned at
the course and to improve my English with the group work.
The afternoon visit of wonderful Alhanbra, another moment of cultural growt.
Date: Sat 25-nov-2017

Dissemination strategies e presentation of groups works. An important moment
of comparison, a summary of what has been learned in the classroom but also a
moment of greetings.
A final overview of my experience in this European training programme:

I will always remember this week spent together. Friendly colleagues, prepared
teachers, perfect organization. An intense experience of study and comparison
and guided tours for a professional and cultural growth. A beautiful time
spending well together, in a beautiful town, in a beautiful region, in the our
Europe.

